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Feeding environment and other traits shape species’ roles in
marine food webs
Abstract
Food webs and meso-scale motifs allow us to understand the structure of ecological communities
and define species’ roles within them. This species-level perspective on networks permits tests for
relationships between species’ traits and their patterns of direct and indirect interactions. Such
relationships could allow us to predict food-web structure based on more easily obtained trait
information. Here, we calculated the roles of species (as vectors of motif position frequencies) in
six well-resolved marine food webs and identified the motif positions associated with the greatest
variation in species’ roles. We then tested whether the frequencies of these positions varied with
species’ traits. Despite the coarse-grained traits we used, our approach identified several strong
associations between traits and motifs. Feeding environment was a key trait in our models and
may shape species’ roles by affecting encounter probabilities. Incorporating environment into
future food-web models may improve predictions of an unknown network structure.
Keywords
Apparent competition, body mass, direct competition, feeding environment, food chain, indirect
interactions, trophic level.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding how species interact in ecological communities
is a great challenge for ecologists, conservationists and other
stakeholders. Food webs – networks describing consumer–resource interactions – place species in their community context
and can facilitate such endeavours. The food-web perspective
is important because direct as well as indirect interactions
between species can lead to responses to perturbations that
are unpredictable when considering each species in isolation
(Wootton 1994; Schmitz 1997). The occurrence of an interaction is influenced by species traits (Bartomeus et al. 2016);
traits are therefore likely to be valuable for predicting and
understanding direct and indirect interactions between species
(Woodward et al. 2005; Pearse & Altermatt 2013). If species’
traits are consistently related to their patterns of direct and
indirect interactions (their food-web roles), then it may be
possible to extrapolate the effects of species on their communities from their traits without knowing the full food web.
The first steps in this direction are food-web models based
on predator–prey mass ratios (e.g. Woodward et al. 2005;
Brose et al. 2006; Riede et al. 2011), but body mass alone
does not fully explain the structure of food webs (Zook et al.
2011). Nevertheless, it has been shown that combinations of
relatively few traits can predict a large part of the interactions
(Ekl€
of et al. 2013). In fact, less than 10 (and usually six or
fewer) dimensions, where each dimension is a potential traitaxis in the multidimensional niche-space (Chase & Leibold
2003), are needed to fully describe food-web structure (Ekl€
of
et al. 2013). This result suggests that a small number of traits
is sufficient to predict each species’ feeding interactions
although it still remains to be seen which traits have the most
predictive power.

Here, we are interested in relating species’ traits to their
roles in networks rather than predicting the overall structure
of a network. We define species’ roles based on their participation in meso-scale structures called ‘motifs’ (Milo et al.
2002; Alon 2007; Stouffer et al. 2012). These motifs are
unique arrangements of n interacting species (Alon 2007) and,
for any given species, describe direct and indirect interactions
with other species in the network. We focus on roles because
they provide a species-level summary of a food web, unlike
most commonly reported measures of network structure (e.g.
connectance) that summarise network structure (Dunne 2006;
Otto et al. 2007) and therefore obscure most of the specieslevel details. Each motif contains one or more unique positions (e.g. the top, middle or bottom species in a three-species
chain; Fig. 1) specifying precisely which interactions each species contributes to the motif. These positions can be used to
provide a higher level of detail when defining species’ roles.
As it is reasonable to expect that species will be most strongly
affected by species with which they interact or by species that
directly interact with the focal species’ interaction partners
(Jord
an & Scheuring 2002; Jord
an et al. 2006), we used threespecies motifs as our units of analysis (Stouffer et al. 2012;
Cirtwill & Stouffer 2015).
These three-species motifs can be considered the ‘buildingblocks’ of food webs (Milo et al. 2002). Some motifs have
clear ecological meanings (Bascompte & Meli
an 2005). For
example, the omnivory or intraguild predation motif (in which
one resource is consumed by two predators, one of which also
consumes the other predator) is believed to contribute to network stability by moderating non-equilibrium dynamics
(McCann et al. 1998). The three-species food chain motif,
meanwhile, has been used to better understand trophic cascades (Hastings & Powell 1991; Laws & Joern 2013). Other
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Figure 1 Set of three-species motifs with positions numbered. Motifs may include one, two or three unique positions. Within a motif, species (circles) with
the same fill occupy the same position.

motifs have not yet been studied independently, but each
unique arrangement of interacting species implies different
consequences for the flow of energy and biomass through a
food web and therefore provides information about how a
focal species fits into its community (Cirtwill & Stouffer
2015). Defining a species’ role this way (i.e. as a vector of frequencies with which it appears in each position within each
motif) provides a holistic summary of the way in which it is
embedded in its food web. We can then explore how these
species-level summaries may be related to species’ traits. Here,
we use species’ roles in six well-resolved marine food webs to
identify broad traits that are strongly associated with variation in species’ roles and may therefore be useful in future
efforts to model network structure. We found that most of
the traits we consider are related to at least one key position
but that feeding environment is a particularly good candidate
for inclusion in future food-web models.

METHODS

Dataset

Food webs
To test which traits explain the most variation in species’
structural roles, we used a set of 6 well-resolved marine food
webs that include trait data for most species. The webs contain 92–488 species and 417–15 880 predator–prey interactions
and describe communities ranging from Caribbean reefs to
polar communities (Table S1, Supplemental methods: food
web details). By covering such a broad range of communities,
these webs allowed us to identify traits associated with network structure independent of local environmental variables.
Species traits
As well as predator–prey links, each web contained trait data.
The traits we use in our analyses are such that they can be
easily collected either from the literature or in the field when
new data are assembled. The traits are body mass (g), trophic
level, feeding environment, metabolic category, mobility, feeding type and feeding mode (see Supplemental methods: trait
details for details). Feeding type refers to the type of resources
a species consumes while feeding mode refers to the way in
© 2018 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS

which the species obtains these resources. Body mass and
trophic level were measured as continuous variables while all
other traits were treated categorically. These traits, which
were selected based on ease of collection and applicability to
the broadest possible range of species, are unlikely to be the
only traits which influence the likelihood of an interaction
between two species. A wide variety of traits affect foraging,
vulnerability and encounter probabilities (Gravel et al. 2016).
Due to this variety, the exact set of traits affecting any pair of
species is unlikely to be known for most systems (Dormann
et al. 2017); we therefore focus on broad traits that are likely
to affect many species in many systems.
Calculating species’ roles

By ‘species’ role’, we refer to the pattern of direct and indirect
interactions in which a species participates, within a food
web. To describe species’ roles, we began by decomposing
each food web into its set of three-species motifs (Stouffer
et al. 2012; Cirtwill & Stouffer 2015). Motifs are unique
arrangements of species that describe direct and indirect interactions (Milo et al. 2002). Each motif can be subdivided into
1–3 unique positions (e.g. predators and prey in the direct
competition motif; Fig. 1) in order to obtain a more detailed
picture of the interaction pattern of a species. Over the set of
13 three-species motifs there are 30 unique positions. We can
therefore define each species’ role as a vector of the number
of times the species appears in each of these positions. Note
that each set of three interacting species is assigned to exactly
one motif: that which includes all of the interactions among
the triad. By extension, each species is assigned to only one
position per triad of interacting species.
We were not interested in differences between roles due to
some species being involved in more feeding links than others.
We therefore normalised species’ roles by dividing the count
of each position by the total number of times the species
appeared in any position. In some cases, this would result in
frequencies of zero which cannot be properly modelled using
logistic regressions. To correct this, we added one to the count
of each position for each species before dividing by the new
total count across all species. Thus, all possible positions had
non-zero frequencies in the roles of each species.
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Roles and trophic groups
As well as the traits described above, we expect that roles will
differ between species in different trophic or taxonomic groups.
The effects of trophic groups (i.e. basal resources, intermediate
consumers and top predators) on species roles derive from the
fact that basal resources and top predators can only occupy
prey or predator positions respectively. We therefore analysed
species in different trophic groups separately. If a species had
observed predators but no observed prey, it was classed as a
basal resource. If a species had observed prey but no observed
predators, it was classed as a top predator. Species with both
predators and prey were classed as intermediate consumers.
Basal resources and top predators can appear in only six positions each while intermediate consumers can occupy any of the
30 positions; we defined the roles of each group based only on
the positions that group could occupy.

Species traits and network motifs 3

strongly associated with the frequency of each position. We
fitted models separately for the frequency of each key position
in the roles of each trophic or taxonomic group. To obtain
more normal distributions, we log-transformed body masses
and scaled and centred body mass and trophic level, the only
continuous traits in our dataset. All other traits were treated
as categorical variables.
Because of the large number of variables involved, we
selected the best-fitting model by building up from a null
model containing only an intercept and a random effect of
network. The random effect was included to account for
differences in species roles both due to environmental factors and due to the different distributions of traits in different food webs. We created a first set of alternative models
by adding predictors associated with each trait to the null
model in turn. These alternative models took the form:
wijk  b0 þ b1 traitxj þ Nk ;

Roles and taxonomic groups
Species in different taxonomic groups might also have different roles as these species are likely to have similar traits
(e.g. physical or chemical defences, dentition, behaviour),
which could influence their interactions as predators or
prey. Grouping species based on high-level taxonomies provides an alternative approach to grouping species based on
trophic groups. Importantly, taxonomy does not depend on
the structure of the network and therefore can be used to
group species where the network structure is unknown. This
avoids the slightly circular reasoning of assigning species to
trophic groups based on network structure and then analysing their roles within the same network. To confirm that
our approach is relevant for taxonomic, as well as trophic,
groups, we also analysed the roles of species in the five
classes with more than 50 species in our dataset
(Actinopterygii, Malacostraca, Gastropoda, Polychaeta and
Aves) separately from those of other species.

Identifying key positions

To assess relationships between species’ traits and their roles,
we first identified the motif positions that explained the most
variation in the roles of each trophic and taxonomic group. We
performed a principal components analysis (PCA) to collapse
the 30-dimensional (intermediate consumers and taxonomic
groups) or six-dimensional (basal resources and top predators)
role vectors into orthogonal axes. We then identified the three
motif positions that covaried most strongly with the first two
axes as ‘key positions’ accounting for a great deal of the variation in species’ roles. These positions are important for distinguishing the roles of different species but may or may not be
positions which are important in other contexts (e.g. the most
common positions or those which contribute to network stability). We ran separate PCAs for each trophic and taxonomic
group as key positions could vary between them.

ð1Þ

where wijk is the count of position i for species j in network k,
b0 is a general intercept, b1 is the effect of the value of trait x
(e.g., feeding environment) for species j and Nk is a random
effect of network k. Note that each alternative model included
only one trait.
Because wijk are frequencies bounded between 0 and 1, all
models used a binomial error distribution.
We then ranked these models according to their AIC to
determine which trait most improved upon the fit of the null
model. We then extended the best-fitting model to create a
second set of alternative models by adding the predictors
associated with the traits not included in the best-fit model
from the first round. We then ranked these models according
to their AIC and again selected the best-fitting model as the
base for the next set of alternative models. These second set
of alternative models took the form
wijk  b0 þ b1 traitxj þ b2 traityj þ Nk ;

ð2Þ

where all symbols are as described above except that trait x
is the trait included in the best-fitting model from the first
round and trait y may be any trait except for trait x.
We continued this process until adding an additional
trait did not improve on the previous best-fitting model
(i.e. no model had dAIC > 2 relative to the previous bestfitting model). Where there were two or more ‘best’ models
with similar AIC scores (dAIC > 2), we used both models
as bases for the next round of models. We fit all models
using the function glmer (family ‘binomial’) from the R
(R Core Team, 2016) package lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al.
2014). As trophic level is defined based on network structure, like trophic groups, we repeated our analysis of taxonomic groups omitting all models including trophic level.
This did not substantially change our results (see Supplemental results: within classes for details).

RESULTS

Association of traits with positions

Trophic groups

After identifying the key positions, we then used a modelselection approach to determine which traits were most

We first divided the species into basal resources, intermediate
consumers and top predators and determined the major axes
© 2018 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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Basal resources

Many of the traits we considered had little or no variation
among basal resources: almost all basal resources had the
metabolic category, feeding mode and feeding type ‘primary
producer’, a trophic level of 1 and mobility level 1 (sessile/
floating). Only body mass and feeding environment had
enough variation to permit well-fitting models. This restricted
the set of possible models and is reflected in the extremely
simple best-fit models for this trophic group. The best-fit
models for positions 2 and 4 (resources in the apparent competition motif and three-species chain, respectively; Fig. 1)
included only the network random effect.
The best-fit model for the frequency of position 10 (resource
in the direct competition motif; Fig. 1) included feeding environment as well as the random effect. Pelagic species had significantly lower frequencies of position 10 than did benthic
species (bEnvironment:pelagic =4.71, P = 0.004; Fig. 2). Benthopelagic species did not have significantly different frequencies of position 10 (Table S3, Supplemental results: basal
resources). The frequency of position 10 also decreased with
increasing body mass (bBodyMass = 30.2, P = 0.004).
Intermediate consumers

The best-fit models for the frequencies of key motifs in the
roles of intermediate consumers were more complicated than
those for basal resources and all included at least three traits.
This is unsurprising given the variety of both species and
traits included in this trophic group and the fact that the roles
of intermediate consumers nearly fill the space defined by the
frequencies of positions 1, 2 and 9 (Fig. 3a). The best-fit
model for the frequency of position 1 (consumer in the apparent competition motif; Fig. 1) was the simplest, including
terms for body mass, feeding environment and feeding type.
The frequency of this position increased with the log of body
mass (bBodyMass = 9.75, P < 0.001; Fig. 3b). The frequency of
position 1 was significantly lower for benthopelagic species
than other species (bEnvironment:benthopelagic=1.19, P = 0.049),
© 2018 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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of variation in the roles of each trophic group. The first two
axes explained the majority of the variance in species’ roles in
all cases (58.3 and 33.1%; 33.3 and 20.2%; and 60.2 and
29.8% for the first and second axes of each group respectively). In each of the trophic groups, positions in the same
three motifs were strongly correlated with one or both of the
major axes (Figs 2a, 3a, 4a; Fig. S2, Table S6, Supplemental
results: vector loadings and mean position frequencies). For
basal resources and top predators, these key motif positions
denoted the bottom and top positions (respectively) in the
apparent competition, three-species chain and direct competition motifs (positions 2, 4 and 10 for basal resources; positions 1, 3 and 9 for top predators). For intermediate
consumers, the key positions were the consumer and resource
species in the apparent competition motif (positions 1 and 2)
and the consumer species in the direct competition motif (position 9). After identifying these key positions, we could
search for associations between traits and the frequency of
each key motif.
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Figure 2 The roles of basal resources varied with feeding environment. (a)
Here, we show the roles of each basal resource plotted against the first
two principal components axes. Different feeding environments are
indicated by symbol shape and size. Feeding environment was included in
the best-fit model for the frequency of position 10 (resource in the direct
competition motif; top right). The best-fit models for the other positions
included only a random effect of network. We also show the loading of
positions 2, 4 and 10 against the same axes. Positions are shown in their
motif contexts with the focal positions highlighted in black. (b) The
frequency of position 10 varied with feeding environment and the log of
body mass. Here, we show the predicted frequency of position 10 for
resources in each environment (lines). The frequency of position 10
decreases with increasing body mass and was significantly lower for
pelagic resources than benthic or benthopelagic resources. We also show
the observed body masses of each basal resource in our dataset (red
circles for benthic resources, blue squares for benthopelagic resources and
green diamonds for pelagic resources). Note that because benthic
resources were generally much larger than pelagic resources the two
groups ultimately had similar frequencies of position 10. Position 10 is
highlighted in black in the motif depicted in the upper left.

but other feeding environments were not associated with significantly higher or lower frequencies of position 1 (Table S4,
Supplemental results: intermediate consumers). Feeding type
was also included in the best-fit model, but no levels of this
term were associated with significantly different frequencies of
position 1.
The best-fit model for position 2 (resource in the apparent
competition motif; Fig. 1) included terms for all traits except
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Figure 3 The roles of intermediate consumers filled the space defined by different proportions of positions 1, 2 and 9. (a) Here, we show the roles of each
intermediate consumer plotted against the first two principal components axes. We also show the loading of positions 1, 2 and 9 on these same axes.
Positions are shown in their motif contexts with the focal positions highlighted in black. These motif diagrams are repeated in panels (b–d). (b) The
frequency of position 1 (the consumer in the apparent competition motif) increased with increasing body mass and varied with feeding environment
(indicated by line type). (c) The frequency of position 2 (a resource in the apparent competition motif) decreased slightly with increasing trophic level but
also varied with all other traits except for body mass. For each categorical trait, we show the coefficient ( SE) for any levels with significantly higher or
lower frequencies of position 2 than the baseline. When identifying these levels, ‘FT’ refers to feeding type, ‘E’ refers to environment, ‘M’ refers to
mobility, ‘MC’ refers to metabolic category and ‘FM’ refers to feeding mode. Baseline levels are given in the caption of Table 1. (d) The frequency of
position 9 decreased with increasing trophic level and varied with feeding environment (indicated by line type), feeding mode and feeding type.

body mass. The frequency of this position decreased with
increasing trophic level, but this effect was very small
(bTrophicLevel = 0.517, P < 0.001; Fig. 3c). Species with the
feeding type ‘herbivore/detrivore’, species with intermediate
levels of mobility (i.e, crawlers and facultative swimmers), and
species with the feeding modes ‘grazer’ or ‘predator/scavenger’
all had higher frequencies of position 2 (bFeedingType:herbivore/detrivore= 3.21, P = 0.006; bMobility:crawler=1.33, P < 0.001; bMobility:facultativeswimmer = 1.38, P < 0.001; bFeedingMode:grazer = 1.14, P = 0.011;
and bFeedingMode:predator/scavenger = 3.28, P = 0.007 respectively).
Conversely, species feeding in benthopelagic, demersal or
pelagic environments and invertebrates had lower frequencies
of position 2 (bEnvironment:benthopelagic = 0.744, P = 0.017;
bEnvironment:demersal =2.99, P < 0.001; bEnvironment:pelagic = 1.88,
P < 0.001; bMetabolicCategory:invertebrate = 1.60, P < 0.001).
The best-fit model for position 9 (consumer in the direct
competition motif; Fig. 1) included terms for trophic level,
feeding mode, environment and feeding type. Like position 2,
the frequency of position 9 decreased with increasing trophic
level (bTrophicLevel = 1.37, P < 0.001; Fig. 3d). Species with
the feeding mode ‘grazer’, feeding environment ‘benthopelagic’ and feeding types ‘herbivore/detrivore’ or
‘omnivore’ all had significantly lower frequencies of position 9

(bFeedingMode:grazer = 0.983, P = 0.020; bEnvironment:benthopelagic =
1.84, P < 0.001; bFeedingType:herbivore/detrivore = 2.07, P = 0.005;
and bFeedingType:omnivore = 1.11, P = 0.004 respectively). No
other levels of any trait were associated with significantly
higher or lower frequencies of position 9 (Table S4,
Supplemental results: intermediate consumers).
Top predators

The best-fit models for key positions in the roles of top predators were much simpler than those for intermediate consumers. Trophic level was included in all three models and
appears to be strongly associated with the first PCA axis
(Fig. 4a). The frequencies of position 1 (consumer in the
apparent competition motif; Fig. 1) and position 3 (top predator in the three-species chain motif) both increased with
increasing trophic level, although this relationship was only
significant for position 3 (bTrophicLevel = 4.44, P = 0.289 and
bTrophicLevel = 1.86, P < 0.001 for positions 1 and 3 respectively; Fig. 4b). There was a single species with an unusually
high relative frequency of position 1 (the consumer in the
apparent competition motif). After removing this potential
outlier and repeating our analyses, the best-fit model for
© 2018 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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level (bTrophicLevel = 2.09, P < 0.001). The best-fit model for the
frequency of position 9 also included terms for body mass and
metabolic category. The frequency of position 9 decreased as the
log of body mass increased (bBodyMass = 11.8, P = 0.003;
Fig. 4c) and was also lower for invertebrates than for ectotherm
P = 0.013;
vertebrates
(bMetabolicCategory:invertebrate = 5.49,
Table S5, Supplemental results: top predators).
Taxonomic groups

We repeated our analyses for the five most species-rich classes
(the only classes with > 50 species). One class, Polychaeta,
was only represented by intermediate consumers. All other
classes included both top predators and intermediate consumers. Metabolic category was constant within each class, all
Actinopterygii and all Aves had the same mobility, and all
but one Polychaeta shared the same feeding environment.
These traits were therefore excluded from our models for the
relevant classes. The first two PCA axes explained the majority of variation in each case (Fig. 5). While the key positions
varied between classes, all positions were in the same three
motifs highlighted by our trophic-group analyses: apparent
competition, direct competition, and three-species chains
(Fig. 5). The traits retained in the best-fit models also varied
between classes (Table 1), but feeding environment and
trophic level were commonly included (Supplemental results:
within classes).

0.2
0
1

1e+03

1e+06

Body mass
Figure 4 The best-fit models for all three key positions in the roles of top
predators included trophic level. (a) Here, we show the roles of each top
predator plotted against the first two principal components axes (PCAs).
Symbol fill indicates trophic level. Note that trophic level displays a clear
gradient along the first PCA axis. We also show the loading of positions
1, 3 and 9 on the same axes. Positions are shown in their motif contexts
with the focal positions highlighted in black. These motif diagrams are
repeated in panels (b and c). (b) The frequency of positions 1 and 3
(consumer in the apparent competition motif and top predator in the
three-species chain) increased with increasing trophic level, although this
increase was not significant for position 1. Here, we show predicted
frequencies of position 1 (dotted line) and position 3 (solid line) based on
the fixed effects in the best-fit models, over the range of trophic levels
observed for top predators in our dataset. (c) The frequency of position 9
(consumer in the direct competition motif) was related to body mass and
metabolic category as well as trophic level. The frequency of this position
decreased with increasing trophic level (indicated by line colour) and
increasing body mass. For a given body mass and trophic level,
invertebrates (solid lines) had lower frequencies of position 9 than other
metabolic categories (dotted lines for ectotherm vertebrates, dashed lines
for endotherm vertebrates). Here, we show the predicted frequencies of
position 9 for species in each metabolic category with minimum, mean
and maximum trophic levels, over the range of body masses observed for
top predators in our dataset.

position 1 included only the network-level random effect
(Supplemental results: top predators).
The frequency of position 9 (consumer in the direct competition motif; Fig. 1), in contrast, decreased with increasing trophic
© 2018 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS

DISCUSSION

Analyses within trophic groups

Our results show that for all three tropic groups, key positions were within the same motifs: apparent competition,
direct competition and the three-species chain. For basal
resources, the best-fit models relating traits to these positions
were very simple. The most complex model, that for position
10, included body mass and feeding environment. Specifically,
the frequency of position 10 decreased with increasing body
mass and, all else being equal, was higher for pelagic
resources than benthic or benthopelagic resources. As pelagic
and benthopelagic resources tended to be smaller than benthic
resources such as macroalgae, the net result was that benthopelagic resources had the highest frequencies of position
10. Ecologically, this may reflect the higher vulnerability of
benthopelagic resources which are within reach of both pelagic and benthic consumers (Fig. S1, Supplemental results:
basal resources). The dearth of traits retained in our other
best-fit models for basal resources suggests that their roles are
best predicted using different traits than we considered here –
possibly traits related to physical or chemical defences against
herbivores (Hay & Fenical 1988). Such traits, classified as vulnerability traits by Gravel et al. (2016), could affect species’
roles if, for example, heavily defended species tend to be consumed by specialised herbivores with few other prey and
hence mainly appear in three-species chains.
Our results for intermediate consumers were more complex:
the best-fit models each included several traits. This is not surprising as intermediate consumers were the most numerous
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Figure 5 The key motif positions most strongly associated with the major axes in variation between species’ roles varied by class, but all positions were part
of the apparent competition, direct competition or three-species chain motifs. Here, we show the loadings of each motif position on the first two PCA axes
of variation in the roles of the five most species-rich classes in our dataset, as well as for species in all other classes. Each PCA was conducted separately.

and taxonomically diverse trophic group in our dataset. Subdividing this group based on taxonomy or a trait of particular
interest might, in future studies, yield clearer trends. Among
the large number of traits included in the best-fit models, we
note that feeding environment and feeding type were included
in the models for all three key positions. Both of these traits,
foraging traits in the framework of Gravel et al. (2016), may
be particularly useful when modelling trophic interactions. As
with basal resources, the feeding environments used by intermediate consumers may affect the numbers and sets of predators and prey that they encounter, thereby shaping their roles.
The possibility that species’ feeding environments have
strong effects on their roles echoes earlier work using fishes’
body masses and foraging depths to predict interactions
(Gravel et al. 2013). In both cases, the probability of two species interacting depends upon their encounter probabilities
(Bartomeus et al. 2016), with species feeding in similar environments being more likely to encounter each other and hence

more likely to interact (Gravel et al. 2013, 2016). For example,
a benthic consumer is more likely to encounter, and prey upon,
another benthic species than it is to prey upon a pelagic species
it will rarely or never encounter. Feeding type (e.g. herbivore)
was also included in all models for key positions in the roles of
intermediate consumers, suggesting that the type of resources a
species consumes likewise shapes its role. Herbivores in particular had unusual roles perhaps because they interact with basal
resources which themselves have unique roles.
Our results for top predators were simpler, with trophic
level included in the best-fit models for all three key positions.
Trophic level appears to correspond to the first PCA axis for
these species and was therefore related to the frequencies of
positions 3 and 9, which were strongly correlated with this
axis. The inclusion of trophic level in the best-fit model for
the frequency of position 1, which was correlated with the second PCA axis, appears to have been due to the influence of a
single outlier and may not reflect a general trend
© 2018 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS
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Table 1 Traits retained in the best-fit models for each trophic group and
class analysed

Group or class

Position

Traits included in best-fit model

Basal resources

2
4
10
1

None
None
Body mass, feeding environment
Body mass, feeding environment, feeding
type
Feeding environment, feeding mode, feeding
type, metabolic category, mobility, trophic
level
Feeding environment, feeding mode, feeding
type, trophic level
Trophic level
Trophic level
Body mass, metabolic category, trophic level
Body mass, feeding environment, trophic
level
Trophic level
Feeding environment, feeding type, trophic
level
None
Trophic level
Feeding type, trophic level
Feeding environment
Feeding environment, feeding type, trophic
level
None
None
Body mass, feeding mode
Feeding environment, feeding mode, trophic
level
Trophic level
Trophic level
None

Intermediate
consumers

2

9
Top predators

Actinopterygii

1
3
9
1
2
9

Aves

Gastropoda

Malacostraca

Polychaeta

1
3
9
2
9
10
1
2
9
2
9
10

Note that each model also included a random effect of network. Benthic
species were the baseline level for feeding environment, deposit-feeders
were the baseline level for feeding mode, carnivores were the baseline level
for feeding type, ectotherm vertebrates were the baseline level for metabolic category, and level 1: sessile/passive floater was the baseline level for
mobility. Body mass and trophic level were treated as continuous traits.
For a complete list of levels for each trait, see Table S2.

(Supplemental results: top predators). Species with higher
trophic levels appeared more frequently at the tops of food
chains (position 3) and less frequently as direct competitors
(position 9). This is possibly because species with higher
trophic levels have more of the food web ‘below’ them and
therefore more chains available. Species with higher trophic
levels may also be more able to exclude competitors than
those at lower trophic levels (which appeared in more competition motifs in our dataset). As body size was also included
in the best-fit model for position 3 (smaller top predators
appeared more frequently in the direct competition motif),
both possibilities seem likely. In our dataset, some of these
small, low trophic-level top predators are herbivore/detrivores
(i.e. Abatus spp.) that likely share prey with intermediate consumer herbivore/detrivores as well as other top predators.
These herbivore/detrivore predators also consume basal
resources as a large proportion of their prey. This creates
many chains of length two and eliminates the possibility of
motifs like the three-species chain. These exclusions must
© 2018 John Wiley & Sons Ltd/CNRS

increase the frequencies of the competition motifs, which
require only two trophic levels, and decrease the frequency of
the three-species chain motif because of the zero-sum nature
of relative motif frequencies.
Taxonomic groups

We also tested for relationships between the traits and roles
of species in the five most species-rich classes in our datasets.
High-level taxonomic groups (e.g. class or phylum) have previously been shown to predict species’ interactions (Ekl€
of
et al. 2011), suggesting that we might find clearer relationships
between species’ traits and roles within a family than across
many families. A taxonomic approach also avoids the problems of first using network structure to define trophic groups
and then analysing species’ roles as defined using that same
structure. Notably, all key positions belonged to the same
three motifs as those in our analyses by trophic group –
apparent competition, direct competition and the three-species
chain – although the set of positions most strongly associated
with variation in the roles of each class differed.
Positions within the omnivory motif were not identified as
‘key positions’ in the roles in any class. Despite the fact that
the omnivory motif is over-represented in food webs (Stouffer
et al. 2007) and may contribute to stability (McCann & Hastings 1997; Emmerson & Yearsley 2004), it was not among the
most common or most variable positions in our dataset
(Table S6, Supplemental results: vector loadings and mean
position frequencies). Instead, it appears that three-species
chains and the two competition motifs contain the most
important positions for distinguishing the roles of species
within a group (trophic or taxonomic). This reinforces the
instincts of researchers who have previously studied some of
these motifs (e.g. Hastings & Powell 1991; McCann et al.
1998; Laws & Joern 2013) and suggests that they are worthy
of further study. In particular, trait-matching within these
motifs may differ such that we can predict which motif a
given trio of species will form. Feeding environment and
trophic level were retained in many best-fit models for classes,
suggesting that these traits may be of interest in such studies.
The inclusion of feeding environment reinforces our results
for trophic groups in suggesting that the use of different environments strongly shapes species’ roles. Trophic level, as in
our models for top predators, may affect the types of predators and prey a focal species encounters, again shaping its
role. Although trophic level is defined based on network structure in our dataset, there is good agreement between trophic
levels derived from network structure and those obtained
using stable isotopes (Williams & Martinez 2004; Carscallen
et al. 2012), allowing for trophic level to be a useful trait even
when network structure is not known.
Our within-class analyses also included many best-fit models
which included only the network-level random effect. As with
the basal resources, this likely indicates that traits we did not
consider here have large effects on species’ roles. Defensive
shells, spines or camouflage, for example, might strongly
affect species’ interaction partners and hence their roles
(Gravel et al. 2016). Where the traits that determine interactions are difficult to predict (Dormann et al. 2017), restricting
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analyses to within a class may be helpful in future studies.
This is because examining species within a single class should
reduce some of the ‘hidden variables’ leading to different roles
between classes and yield clearer signals for the traits of interest. Moreover, those with expert knowledge about a given
class may be able to suggest plausible traits for testing that
are likely to affect the roles of species within the focal class
but not necessarily species in other classes. Importantly, these
benefits do not come at the expense of simplicity. Although
resolving fine-scale taxonomic groups can be very difficult,
high-level taxa such as classes are straightforward to identify
in most cases, facilitating analyses of novel species.
CONCLUSION

Positions in the same three motifs – three-species chain, apparent competition and direct competition – were associated with
the major axes of variation in the roles of each trophic group
and class we considered. This suggests that these motifs will
reward further study, particularly with regard to how traitmatching may vary between motifs. Feeding environment consistently emerged as a particularly important trait in structuring
patterns of interactions. This is likely because, in order to interact, species first must co-occur in the same environment (Bartomeus et al. 2016). Our results thus support earlier work in
emphasising the importance of including co-occurrence in foodweb models and suggest that traits influencing co-occurrence
are important in structuring species’ roles.
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